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Beckett advertises that it is complete...yet looking sets and sub-sets, they have failed to include

them. How can the say complete? Unfortunately, there does not seem to be anything available any

better. Guess us collectors are stuck.

While the Beckett price guides do a good job of listing millions of cards and show most card pictures

so you know what you have in your collection, the guides can be improved. Beckett spends way too

much space listing out every single common card in a set. Do we really need to see a list of 800

cards priced at 1-5 cents from 1988 Topps? I'd say we don't. It would be a better use of space to

price additional sets that are not listed such as mid-1990s Pinnacle, Score Select, Studio, etc. Or,

what about the more obscure sets? Beckett used to price more of the oddball cards (i.e. Denny's

Hologram cards for starters) until the industry exploded with far too many sets each year. Again, if

they remove the cheap common cards, more oddball sets could be priced. Finally, there are a few

typos in the guide and cards that are listed but no prices. While this is definitely a printing error, it

does happen.



Unfortunately, many card sets which I was interested in were not included in the guide.The condition

of the book was excellent.

You can't expect a book to cover the vast different kinds of baseball cards, but the Beckett book

sure does try. Excellent attempt. Much better than buying the monthly magazines, this book

individually gives prices for most baseball card sets. A must have for any BB card collector !!!!

I love the fact that I can see every single card especially the common cards since I like to inventory

my collection and put them in a database it is good to know that I have an exact price and am not

guessing that tit is a common card. I just wish they would incldue a common subset or include this in

a cd rom format as well for the newer cards

The book arrived as expected and on time. However, the print is so darn small I need a magnifying

glass to use it. If you are over 45 - be sure you have a magnifier of some sort before purchasing this

book.

It having now been well over five years since last updating the values of the cards in my collection, I

ordered the 2014 Price Guide. After going through all my 1951, 1952, 1953, 1954, 1955, and 1956

Topps cards, I found one card - exactly one card - that had changed in value since my last update. I

can't help but think Beckett slaps a new cover on an old guide every year. If you've got a Beckett

Price Guide from recent years you definitely don't need this new one. A waste of $30.

just what I was looking for to check out all of my old baseball cards. although I need a magnifying

glass to read most of it
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